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Dear David,

It is with professional sadness that we note your upcoming 
retirement from the District Court bench on March 31st, 
2022. We are happy for you and your family that your 
retirement date has arrived but saddened by the fact that 
you will no longer be working with us. Over the years, you 
have inspired and informed our work in the 4th Judicial 
District, and we will miss you very much.

For you, we want to celebrate your work and friendship by 
offering you a traditional Irish blessing:

MAY THERE ALWAYS BE WORK 
FOR YOUR HANDS TO DO

MAY YOUR PURSE ALWAYS 
HOLD A COIN OR TWO

MAY THE SUN ALWAYS SHINE 
ON YOUR WINDOWPANE

MAY A RAINBOW BE CERTAIN 
TO FOLLOW EACH RAIN

MAY THE HAND OF A FRIEND 
ALWAYS BE NEAR YOU

MAY GOD FILL YOUR HEARTS 
WITH GLADNESS TO CHEER YOU

You may never fully appreciate how important your presence 
in our building was to all of us. There was never a case too 
big or a problem too complex that interfered with a friendly 
and practical approach to presiding at trial or solving the 
problem. We recall with admiration your challenge to the 
lawyers, the agency representatives in the juvenile court, 
and yourself, as to whether everyone had done their best for 
a family in crisis.

You had the gift of acknowledging the seriousness of the 
business of the courts, seasoned with a healthy and robust 
sense of humor. The “shine” of your windowpane is unique 
to you alone and is something we will miss very much. 
Walking through the hallways of our courthouse with 
you was like walking the sidewalks of a small town with a 
friend. There was always a friendly comment in passing, co-
workers were called by name, and everyone was comfortable 
regardless of jurisdictional level or job assignment.

These personal attributes do not, in any way, outweigh 
the many successes of your career, including your notable 
educational background at Notre Dame and Creighton, your 
skillful management of all docket types, your leadership as 
presiding judge in several areas of docket emphasis here, 
your recognition as the Colorado Juvenile Judge of the Year 
in 2016, your skilled management of high-profile cases, 
and the positive survey data from your retention elections. 
No celebration of your work would be complete without 
recognizing your military service and your accomplishments 
as an attorney in private practice before your appointment 
to the bench.

An Open Letter and An Open Letter and 
An Irish BlessingAn Irish Blessing

For our colleague and friend, For our colleague and friend, 
Judge G David MillerJudge G David Miller

by Judge Tom Kane and your 
colleagues in the 4th Judicial District

...
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MAY THE ROAD RISE 
UP TO MEET YOU

MAY THE WIND ALWAYS
 BE AT YOUR BACK

MAY THE SUN SHINE 
WARM UPON YOUR FACE

THE RAIN FALL SOFT 
UPON YOUR FIELDS

AND UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN

MAY GOD HOLD YOU IN 
THE PALM OF HIS HAND

Enjoy your retirement, David. You have earned it. You will 
continue to inspire us, even in your absence. We will miss 
you.

Until we meet again,
Tom Kane and your colleagues in the 4th Judicial District

AN OPEN LETTER AND AN IRISH BLESSING

Providing ADR services for over 3,500 cases in the last 32 years.

Settlement Conferences, Arbitrations, Special Master, Judge Pro Tem, Private Case Evaluations

Providing phone settlement conferences only during the virus crisis

Offices:
102 S. Tejon Street, Suite 800 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

can479@msn.com
(719) 955-7899

District Judge Joe A. Cannon, Ret.

Tom Kane
El Paso County District Court Judge
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For twenty years I had the privilege of calling Richard W. 
Hanes my partner in the practice of law. I could not have 
asked for a better colleague, mentor, or friend. At the first 
of this year, Dick decided to retire after sixty-one years as 
a counselor and advocate. While his retirement was well 
earned, it leaves a significant void among the legends of the 
El Paso County Bar.

A native son, Dick was born and raised in Colorado Springs. 
He met his wife Kay when they were both High School 
sophomores at what then was known as Colorado Springs 
High School (now Palmer High School). Dick obtained his 
electrical engineering degree from Purdue. He and Kay were 
married in 1951. After a tour with the Air Force, Dick was 
accepted at George Washington University in Washington, 
D.C. While in law school, Dick worked in the Patent Office 
in the then cutting-edge art of color television. Shortly after 
his graduation, Dick and Kay returned home to Colorado 
Springs. Over the years, they welcomed four children — 
Christie, Kirk, Kenneth, and Kathy.

Dick began his legal career in another era. Dwight 
Eisenhower was president, a gallon of cost 25 cents, and the 
average price of a home was less than $11,000. Leo Rector 
was the District Attorney, and Dick took a job in his office. 
At the time, the Fourth Judicial District included Douglas 
County and extended east to the Kansas border. Dick 
worked as deputy DA with Bill Aman and Byron Akers, 
among others. On the day Kay gave birth to Kirk, Dick was 
in Douglas County assisting in the search for the recovery 
of the body of Adolph Coors III, who had been kidnapped, 
murdered, and abandoned near Sedalia. After delivering 

the recovered skull to the dentist for identification, Dick 
hustled back to Colorado Springs to be at Kay’s side. See 
https://www.outtherecolorado.com/features/the-murder-
of-coors-brewing-heir-adolph-coors-iii/article_f483371b-
55b6-58bc-9350-dd97f4c97867.html Dick also sat as a 
deputy district attorney during the prosecution of Willie 
Butler for the murder of Eddie Beals, who was shot while 
working as the custodial janitor in what is now the Pioneer’s 
Museum. Legend has it that Eddie’s ghost still visits the old 
courthouse belltower.

Dick soon moved to private practice, where he earned a 
reputation as one of Colorado’s finest patent lawyers and 
litigators. He partnered early with Bill Aman and Bob 
Spurgeon. When the Interstate Gas Corporation moved 
out of the top floor of the Holly Sugar Building, Dick 
spearheaded the drive to lease that prime location for 
the firm’s offices. Recognizing the space and their growth 
provided the opportunity for expansion, they eventually 
merged with the Springs premier law firm of Haney, 
Howbert and Akers, to form the firm of Spurgeon, Haney, 
and Howbert. By the mid-eighties the firm was the largest in 
El Paso County and through merger became the Colorado 
Springs office of Holland & Hart.

Along the way, Dick earned a reputation as one of the finest 
trial lawyers in Colorado. He tried cases across the state, 
from county courts to the United States District Court for 
the District of Colorado. He was the quintessential civil 

Richard Hanes Richard Hanes 
Retirement TributeRetirement Tribute

by Timothy Schutz, Judge, 

Colorado Court of Appeals

...
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litigator, relying upon his legal acumen, comfort in the 
courtroom, judgment of human nature, and formidable cross 
examination skills to humble many an adversary. In 1986, 
he was admitted to the American College of Trial Lawyers, 
one of the nation’s preeminent organizations devoted to 
professionalism, excellence, and ethics in trial advocacy.

As mentioned, Dick was also a patent lawyer. Over the 
course of six decades, he drafted and prosecuted hundreds 
of patent applications which culminated in the issuance of 
Letters Patent for many grateful inventors.

While we first worked together at Holland & Hart, I had the 
privilege to join Dick in 1991. We partnered in the practice 
of law for nearly two decades, until my appointment to the 
bench in 2010. As we greeted one another each morning, I 
would often ask Dick how he was doing. He would frequently 
respond, with a twinkle in his eye. “I’m perfect in every way.” 

That phrase reflects Dick’s bon vivant personality, his sense 
of optimism, and his thirst for adventure.

Dick loves to travel. He used to tell me that “trips are not 
born, they’re made.” And made them he did. A lifelong 
pilot, he was always looking for an excuse to rev up his twin 
engine Baron. We flew to the United States Patent Office in 
Washington, D.C.; interviewed experts from Lansing to New 
York; and took depositions from Colorado Springs to Del 
Norte and Denver to Tokyo. Like most good trial lawyers 
I’ve known, Dick also loves to learn and teach. Flying with 
him over the Rockies was a lesson in geography, geology, 
railroads, ghost towns, and adventure. Dick continued to fly 
privately well into his eighties. He was also able to practice 
law into his nineties. Along the way, he never quit learning or 
stretching his skillset. Indeed, he argued his first case before 
the Colorado Supreme Court in 2020 at the age of ninety!

After my departure for the bench, Dick spent another twenty 
years in a very successful partnership with Brenda Bartels, 
Although Dick is now winding up his practice, I know many 
trips and adventures closer to home still await Dick. But 
we will miss him. His was a career defined by excellence. 
His word was his bond. He was loyal—to his clients, to his 
colleagues, and to the rule of law. He was a formidable, 
skilled, and graceful advocate.

I close with two short observations that sum up my 
professional association with Dick. When I joined him 
in 1990, I ran into Tom Donovan at the courthouse. Tom 
took me aside and said, “If you know me you know I’m no 
hero worshipper. But Dick Hanes is my hero.” Mine too. 
And when, after two decades our partnership came to an 
end, I was able to proudly tell him, with a twinkle in my 
eye, that there was a nary a cross word between us, and our 
partnership truly was “perfect in every way.”

RICHARD HANES RETIREMENT TRIBUTE

Timothy Schutz
Judge, Colorado Court of 
Appeals

Attorneys at Law

Mediation & Arbitration | Retirement Division

Family Law | Indian Law

Patricia Germer-Coolidge

Reagyn A. Germer

www.germercoolidgelaw.com

719.578.9912

10 E. Costilla, Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Patricia Germer-Coolidge, 
P.C
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The practice of law is a demanding vocation. We are exposed 
to factors known to contribute to poor physical and mental 
health: unpredictability, contact with highly stressed or 
traumatized clients, long hours, and perfectionism. In 
addition, our skills are called upon in adversarial, fast-
paced, and results driven environments. This is not to 
mention the plethora of personal struggles and worries we 
might each be facing. For many of us, these demands can 
lead to maladaptive coping strategies if the resources or 
self-care techniques we’ve used in the past aren’t enough to 
combat the stressors we are experiences, and we might have 
a difficult time bouncing-back.

For a profession dedicated to helping others, we are 
notoriously deficient in helping ourselves. Many of us put 
our clients’, firms’, or employers’ needs ahead of our own, 
and, in some cases, ahead of our coworkers, colleagues, 
family, and friends. Yet, the ability to ask for support 
for personal or professional issues is a characteristic of 
successful individuals—it demonstrates both intelligence 
and resiliency. Despite the misperception that we should 
know everything because we solve problems for a living, we 
are just as human as everyone else, and it’s very difficult for 
the human brain to process problems, particularly our own, 
when we’re stressed, overwhelmed, anxious, depressed, 
or overusing psychoactive chemicals like alcohol that 
compromise problem-solving abilities.

During times of extreme or chronic stress, we might not 
be experiencing a diagnosable behavioral health issue, but 
we can still experience a level of suffering that impacts our 
personal or professional life. When our stress and unmet 
needs are left unaddressed and unanswered, we might 

engage in potentially destructive behavior or tendencies, 
such as problematic self-medicating with alcohol or other 
drugs, sabotaging profession or personal obligations and 
relationships, social withdrawal, isolation, and other forms 
of emotional numbing. We know when we (or someone 
we care about, from loved ones to colleagues) might need 
some assistance navigating their stressors when we feel or 
experience:

· Eating or sleeping too much or too little;
· Increase in use of drugs or alcohol;
· Pulling away from people and usual activities;
· Feeling numb or like nothing matters, or having low 
or no energy;
· Overcome by grief from loss;
· Feeling unusually confused, forgetful, on edge, angry, 
upset, worried, or scared;
· Exhibiting hostile, inappropriate, or readily tearful/
overwhelmed behavior in personal or professional 
situations;
· Missing deadlines or appointments;
· Not returning calls; or
· Struggling with record-keeping, managing funds, and 
so on.

While circumstances might feel unsurmountable when we 
are dealing with them, they are not. We’ve all gone through 
difficult times in our lives and there are many resources 
available to get through them in ways that increase our 
resilience, grit, intelligence, and potential for success. We 
aren’t superheroes, and we aren’t invincible to suffering. 
Maybe you can’t identify exactly what is wrong, but you 
know that something isn’t going well, and you could use 
some direction on how to process it, or you could use some 
help figuring out how to help someone else you care about. 

The Importance of The Importance of 
Seeking SupportSeeking Support

by Sarah Myers, Esq.,LMFT, LAC,
Executive Director of the Colorado 

Lawyer Assistance Program
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If that is the case, there is no need to tough it out alone.

For the legal community, and their staff and family, the 
Colorado Lawyer Assistance Program (COLAP) staff can 
help you make sense of personal or professional concerns, and 
provide various options and choices for your circumstances, 
or your concern for a loved one or colleague. COLAP is a 
broad-brush program with many resources to assist our 
judges, lawyers, law students and legal professionals. The 
legal community feels safe contacting COLAP because of 
our strict and heightened confidentiality, and because of the 
specialized and tailored assistance available. Regardless of the 
reason, we can assist that person in finding the “next step” in 
getting back on track or connected to helpful resources. That 
“next step” may include life coaching; referrals to clinical 

professionals, therapists, or career counselors; referral to 
resources available for the legal community; organizing a 
free ethics CLE on wellbeing topics for your workplace or 
legal organization; or pairing with a COLAP volunteer.

Without your own wellness intact, your relationship with 
clients and your work product could suffer, not to mention 
your interpersonal relationships with family, friends, and 
most importantly, yourself. When the members of our legal 
profession are mentally, emotionally, and physically healthy, 
the legal system and the public in general benefit. Whether 
you have questions about our services, already know what 
issues you need help with, or would like an individual or 
workplace consultation, contact COLAP today to get started 
on the path of increased personal and professional well-
being.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SEEKING SUPPORT

Sarah Myers, Esq.,LMFT, LAC
Sarah Myers, Esq., LMFT, LAC, is the Executive Director of the Colorado Lawyer Assistance 
Program (COLAP). COLAP is the free, confidential and independent well-being program 
for the legal community of Colorado. For more information, go to www.coloradolap.org. For 
a confidential consultation, discussion about your stressors, or to obtain helpful resources, 
contact COLAP at 303-986-3345 or info@coloradolap.org.
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Non-Profit Spotlight

The Palmer Land Conservancy (formerly known as the 
Palmer Land Trust) is a nonprofit that has been around 
since 1977. It protects some of my favorite places around 
the Springs, like the Paint Mines, Ute Valley Park, Red Rock 
Canyon Open Space, Section 16 Open Space, Bear Creek 
Regional Park, and Stratton Open Space, as well as many 
other spaces around Southern Colorado. Palmer Land 
Conservancy has a three-fold mission: outdoor recreation 
(trails!), protecting local food and water for ranchers 
and farms (read – Pueblo chilies), and protecting iconic 
Colorado views.

Mike League, the CEO and President of 5Star Bank, is a long-
time fan and is now on Palmer’s Board of Directors. Mike 
was eager to tell me all about Palmer – he was quickly lost in 
thought as he turned his attention to the 5’ x 5’ topographic 
map of Colorado pinned on the wall in his office. “Natural 
spaces are why we live in Colorado,” he told me. ““It’s crazy 
what developers are doing up and down the front range,” 
Mike explained. “We need to protect these awesome places. 
I tell people that the worst you can get here is ‘a crappy day 
in paradise’ because from [my downtown Colorado Springs 
office], we are 5-10 minutes from the trails.” The project that 

has Mike most excited is the Ring the Peak Trail, which will 
be a 70-mile trail circumnavigating Pikes Peak. Palmer is 
working with government and private landowners to make 
the ambitious trail happen.

Mike, who normally sports cowboy boots with his suit, 
is also passionate about another of Palmer’s missions – 
protecting water and safeguarding farm and ranchland 
from housing developers. “We (Palmer) protect the heritage 
of Colorado, too,” he says. “The greedy cities…keep buying 
up the water rights, which the farmers need to exist. Palmer 
protects the water so that Pueblo farmers can keep growing 
the Pueblo chilies that everyone wants to buy.”

So how does Palmer Land Conservancy protect all of this 
amazing land?

I hunted down fellow EPCBA colleague, Matt Niznick, 
a partner at Sparks Wilson, P.C., who serves as the El 
Paso County Chair on Palmer’s Board of Directors for an 
explanation. Matt explained that Palmer doesn’t own any 
land - it owns conservation easements. Landowners choose 
to donate a conservation easement so that their plot doesn’t 
eventually turn into sardine-packed housing developments. 
Palmer works closely with the landowners to tailor each 
conservation easement to the owner’s intentions for their 
property. For example, a rancher might want to preserve his 
land as a ranch forever, to retain the heritage of ranching 
without risking that the land gets developed. Another 
example is Santa Fe Open Space, where the owners saw that 
their 60-acre plot of land with a stunning view of Elephant 
Rock was being courted by developers, so they donated a 
conservation easement to Palmer Land Conservancy for 
protection of the wildlife habitats and to eventually be open 
to hikers.

Matt Niznick is a really big fan of Palmer. So much so, 

SPOTLIGHT
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Non-Profit Spotlight

that he’s been on Palmer’s Board of Directors since 2014. 
Matt grew up in the Skyway neighborhood of Colorado 
Springs and fell in love with mountain biking and running 
in Section 16, Bear Creek Park, Stratton Open Space, and 
Cheyenne Canyon. He left for a time to work in D.C. but 
came back because he couldn’t get enough of the outdoors. 
Now, Matt takes his kids mountain biking and hiking all 
over Southern Colorado. Most recently, he took his kids 
mountain biking on the 8.5 mile trail through the newly-
opened Pineries Open Space in Black Forest.

Matt was excited to share that a conservation easement is 
held in perpetuity, which means that lands where Palmer has 
a conservation easement are protected forever. Essentially, 
owners who work with Palmer will have forever donated 
their development rights. Matt explained that Palmer Land 
Conservancy’s staff is exceptionally good at inspecting real 
estate documents and the properties themselves to preserve 
Palmer’s easements.

In addition to dozens of easements over private land across the 

state, Palmer Land Conservancy holds easements on 20 different 

properties that are open to the public. Matt loves that others 

can bask in the natural beauties that he is working to protect! 

(Check out the field guide available at www.palmerland.org for 

a list of all the protected spots that you can hike, run, and ride!).

Since Palmer doesn’t own real property outright, it works 

with private and public landowners in conserving land. For 

example, El Paso County might own a public space, but Palmer 

Land Conservancy owns the easement so that a space can’t be 

developed, and a nonprofit called Rocky Mountain Field Institute 

builds and maintains the trails.

Matt also told me about a couple of events that Palmer hosts to 

get folks involved. Bike the Bessemer is an easy 11-mile bike ride 

around Pueblo that showcases the agricultural lands the Palmer 

Protects, with stops at Palmer Land Conservancy’s favorite 

farmstands to enjoy local produce (which they’ll shuttle back to 

your car for you). The ride goes around the historic Bessemer 

Irrigation Ditch, where Palmer is working to protect the water 

rights for Pueblo’s farmers and is currently one of Palmer’s 

biggest projects. At the end of the ride, everyone sits down to 

a delicious farm-to-table lunch. The next ride is September 17, 

2022 and you can sign up here: https://www.palmerland.org/

event/bike-the-bessemer-2022

Fountain Creek Ranch also hosts a Night on the Ranch on 

September 8, 2022 as a fundraiser and to celebrate the good 

work Palmer Land Conservancy does. Not your typical gown-

and-tux fundraising gala, the Night at the Ranch is more of a 

hats-and-boots ordeal, complete with farm tours and chef-

cooked, farm-to-table cuisine: https://www.palmerland.org/

event/a-night-on-the-ranch-2022

Palmer also sells coffee-mugs, t-shirts and fanny-packs that 

can be tastefully worn under your blazer for your next court 

appearance.

SPOTLIGHT
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